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Abst rac t - -The  Lagrange Manifold (WKB)  formalism enables the determination of the asymptotic 
series solution of linear hyperbolic and parabolic differential equations at turning points. Here this 
formalism is applied to determine the asymptotic solution of the time-dependent SchrSdinger equation 
at turning points. We also use this approach to study some physical phenomenology associated with 
the time-dependent SchrSdinger equation at caustics, the locus of turning points. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most fundamental equations in physics is Schr5dinger's equation 
ihav( , t) h 
at  = -~mV2q,(~,t) + v(~,t). (1) 
In this equation ~ = (x, y, z) represents he spatial coordinates, t is the time, h = h/21r, where 
h is Planck's constant, m is the mass, ~(~, t) is the wave function, and V(~, t) is an associated 
potential, here assumed real. No general technique xists for solving such equations exactly; 
consequently, approximate solutions are often constructed. One approach that yields an approx- 
imate solution is the classical WKB technique. O'Raifeartaigh and Wipf [1] have shown that 
the time-dependent WKB technique highlights ome properties of the SchrSdinger equation that 
are essentially classical. Unfortunately, the classical WKB technique does not apply at turning, 
or caustic, points. A related approach that is valid at turning points is the Lagrange Manifold 
formalism developed by Maslov [2] and Arnol'd [3]. Here we apply a Lagrange Manifold approach 
to obtain asymptotic solutions of the time-dependent Schr5dinger quation at turning points and 
use this approach to study the time-dependent SchrSdinger equation at caustics, i.e., the locus 
of turning points, in a manner analogous to the use of the classical WKB technique in studying 
the time-dependent SchrSdinger equation away from caustics. We note O'Raifeartaigh and Wipf 
considered an autonomous potential function. Following Bernstein [4], for greater generality we 
consider a potential that includes both spatial and temporal variables. 
2. FORMALISM 
Near turning points of the highest order, we assume that SchrSdinger's equation has an asymp- 
totic solution of the form 
= / A(~, I5, t, h)e ~¢/~ diS. (2) ~(~, t) 
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In equation (2), f = ix, y, z), and/~ = (Px,Py,Pz) is a wave vector. The amplitude 
A(~,P,t,h)"~ E Ak(~,,,t) (~)  k 
k=O 
and its derivatives are assumed bounded, and 
• (~,~,t) = r .p -  S(~,t), 
where S(p, t) is analytic, may be regarded as a phase [5]. Carrying the differentiation i equa- 
tion (1) across the integral in equation (2) obtains 
/ [(  ) ih OA i O~ A _ V2 A + 2i Ot h Ot ~ -~V~O. VrA 
+ (V~¢I,. V~cI,)A + V(~, t)A ei¢/ad~ ,,, O. (3) 
Next, regrouping by powers of h and introducing the wave vector p and frequency w, 
04 
=Vr~,  ~-  o r '  (4) 
leads to 
m 1 2 
The coefficient of the (ih) ° term is Maslov's Hamiltonian, 
H=P'~ 2---J - ~ + V(~, t). (6) 
The integral, equation (2), may be evaluated at any point (~,t) using the stationary phase 
technique (VpcI, = 0), which turns the Hamiltonian into an eikonal equation 
P "__P_P 
2m ~ + v( f , t )  = 0, (7) 
and determines the time-parametrized Lagrange Manifold 
= vps(~,  t), (8) 
a coordinate transformation between configuration space and wave vector space once S(/~, t) is 
determined. To determine S(~, t), we first apply Hamilton's equations 
d__~ = VpH, d~ =-VrH,  
dr dr 
dt OH dw OH 
d7 Ow ' dr Ot ' 
where r is a ray-path parameter, to find the trajectories (maps) 
= ~(% a),  ~ = ;~(% ~), 
t = t(r ,  ~), ~ = ~(% ~), 
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where a is a parametrized initial condition. Next, the wave vector and time transformations are 
inverted to obtain 
p=#(~,a) ,  t = t(~,°).  
Substitution into the coordinate space map determines the LagrangeManifold explicitly: 
r = r t),  o(O, t))  = vps(#,  t),  
where time appears as a parameter. Finally, an integration along the trajectories obtains 
and hence, the phase 
(9) 
O(f ,#,t)  = r .p -  S(p,t). (II) 
We note that in this approach the entire caustic curve may be determined by setting the 
Hessian determinant of the phase to zero: 
{o,o} 
det apiOpj =det  =0, i,j = x,y,z. (12) OpiOpj 
At any given time this condition leads to sets of triplets (p), which upon substitution into equa- 
tion (9) determines the caustic in coordinate space. The time evolution of the caustic may be 
determined by considering equation (12) for several values of time. Corresponding to each value 
of time is a set of triplets (p), which upon substitution into the Lagrange Manifold yields the time 
evolution of the caustic in coordinate space. As this has been detailed in a similar context [5], 
we do not repeat it here. 
To determine a transport equation for the amplitudes, we Taylor-expand the Hamiltonian ear 
the Lagrange Manifold 
where 
where 
f .#  p.p 
-2--m- w + V(f, t) - 2m w + V(VpS, t) + (f - VpS) . D, (13) 
~0 
1 
b = VrH(( ({  - VpS) + VpS, p,w,t)d(, (14) 
that is, the remainder of the Taylor series. Next, substituting into equation (5) and performing 
a partial integration obtains 
OA p .VrA)  +(ih)22~V2A]ei~/hd,~O" (15) / [ih (Vp " bA  + b" VpA - -ff~ - m 
Then introducing the non-Hamiltonian flow 
# = - b 
m 
into the integral eads to a transport equation for the amplitudes 
dAk 1 2 Ak V v • b + -A-Z-V~Ak_I = O, (16) 
dt 
d O /~ 
d-t = O--t + --m " Vr + D.  V v. (17) 
j•pP S(/~, t) = ~. d~, (10) o 
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• (f, t) may now be evaluated at any caustic point by the asymptotic evaluation of the integrals 
Ik = f Ak(~,p, t)e i¢/h dp, (18) 
where 
a 2)  p~ a 2 S(p, t ) - - -  ~-~ ~-Fk  2 -  2 _ _ 
(a 2 - 4abpx + 4b2(t2 + k 2 - p~ - at )  1/2) 
12b 4 
Finally, from equations (16) and (17), we determine the transport equation 
dAk 1 2 
dt + 2-ram VrAk-1 = 0, 
where 
with 
d 0 l~ 
d - t=~+m "Vr+b 'Vp  
z) = (b, 0). 
which proceeds from a modified stationary phase technique, cf. [6]. 
For clarity, we illustrate the technique with the simple potential 
V(~, t) = at + bx - k 2, 
v~here a, b, and k are constants. For this case we obtain the Hamiltonian 
H =p.p  -w  +at+bx - k 2, 
and for initial position r0 = (0, 0), wave vector P0 = (P0, cos 0, P0 sin 0), and frequency w0 = ~, 
we determine the flow 
x(% 0) = -b72 + 2po7 cos 0, 
Y(7, 0) = 2710o sin 0. 
Then from equation (8), we determine the Lagrange Manifold 
OS b k 2 2 2 __ at) x= or---:= (n+ -px -p~ 
l (a  2 a (  ) )  
+ ~5 ~ - apz + ~ a 2 - 4abpz + 4b2(~ + k 2 2 _ at)l~2 - -  py  
Y "-~ (~py(:~S  PY (b  - 2Px -{- ~-  (a2 -aabpz -~-ab2(~'~ nu - py2 - at)l/2) ) ' 
and from equations (10) and (11), the phase 
4,(4,p,  t) = xp .  + up,~ - s (p ,  t), 
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The Lagrange Manifold technique also leads to some interesting correspondences between off- 
caustic and on-caustic phenomenology. Returning to equation (3) and separating this equation 
into its real and imaginary parts obtains 
-~- + ~-~vr¢ + v(e, t) = ~ ~,2) - -  (19) 
and (oA ) h ~-+vr . j  =0, (20) 
where 
j = ~A(Vr¢) ,  (21) 
the same equations obtained by O'Raifeartaigh and Wipf away from the caustic points. Conse- 
quently, the observations they make based on these equations applies both away from the caustic 
and on the caustic. Specifically, we note the following. 
1. Since equation (21) may be regarded as a SchrSdinger continuity equation, the decomposi- 
tion of the SchrBdinger equation into real and imaginary parts is simultaneously a decom- 
position into the continuity equation and an equation, equation (19), that O'Raifeartaigh 
and Wipf regard as the "kernel" of the SchrSdinger equation. 
2. Once the factor h has been eliminated from the continuity equation, this equation specifies 
a purely classical relationship between the phase, ¢, and amplitude, A, the quantum 
mechanical h appearing only in the "kernel" equation. 
3. Even in the kernel equation, there appears only the square of h; consequently, if an h 
is absorbed into the definition of ¢ (as is often the case), then the Schr'ddinger system 
actually depends only on h 2. 
4. If terms of the order h 2 are neglected, one obtains two classical equations: 
0~c 1 2 -~- + y-d~(v~o) + v(~, t )  = o 
OAc 1 
-~-- + V(AcV¢,) = 0, 
and 
(22) 
rather than the usual single Hamilton-Jacobi equation. It should be pointed out that 
while the second of these equations does not contain h, the equation did come from the 
first-order term in h. Consequently, to order h the time-dependent WKB approximation 
may be regarded as essentially classical both on and away from the caustic. 
We further note that if the eikonal equation (equation (7)) is solved for w 
p.p  
= ~ + V(~, t), (23) 
then from 
we obtain the directional velocities on the caustic 
Ow 
~i = Opi ' 
i = X, y, Z, (24) 
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which also follow from Hamilton's equations, if we replace the ray-path parameter 7 with time t; 
see [7]. Then Hamilton's equations become 
OH 
dx  ap---7 
dt  - 7 -Wf f7  = vx, 
OH 
dy  
d--t = ~ = vy, 
OH 
dz (25c) --~ = ~ =Vz ,  
dt  OH 
dU = (_o----W-=l,~) (25d) 
dpx DH _ ~ OV 
. . . .  (25e) dt  OH , ( - -~)  OX 
dp~ _ o~ ov  
. . . .  (250 dt ( _  OH , -~-j ) Oy 
dpz OH -O7 OV 
dt  - o--------W- - , (25g) 0z 
dw O__~H OV 
w ot (255) 
dt  = 7"-W-ff7 = "" 
(25a) 
(25b) 
Consequently, on the caustic, we state the following. 
1. The characteristic direction coincides with the group velocity, i.e., the wave packet, equa- 
tions (25a)-(25c). 
2. Any change in the local momentum in a given direction must be the result of a spatial in- 
homogeneity in that direction. If the potential is cyclic in a given direction, the momentum 
in that direction is conserved, equations (25e)-(25g). 
3. Any change in the frequency must be the result of a temporal inhomogeneity in the po- 
tential. If the potential is autonomous, the frequency along the caustic is conserved, 
equation (25h). 
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